This chart represents a system-wide governing structure for all IU-administrated institutions. Officers on this page are assumed to have some role in the operation of the IU system. This is the leadership of Indiana University.
* The attempt here is to eliminate the Core Campus model of school reporting. However, the reporting structure for "system schools" is yet to be determined. This chart represents an overall structure for the reporting lines of Indiana University (and IU-administered Purdue Schools) to three central Vice Presidents.
This chart represents a governing structure for Indiana University Bloomington. Officers on this page are assumed to have primary responsibilities for IU Bloomington. This is the leadership of Indiana University Bloomington.
This chart represents a structure for the Indiana University Bloomington Provost's Office. Officers on this page are assumed to have primary responsibilities for IU Bloomington with the exception of the Associate Vice President and Dean of the Graduate School (which is a system-level organization) and the Associate Vice President/Director of SES (which includes the system-wide PeopleSoft enterprise.) Some deans and directors may have responsibilities over academic programs on other campuses although these are yet to be determined.
* Director of Academic Initiatives in Residential Programs also reports to the Associate Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies

** Recreational Sports reports through the School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation however a strong connection to the student affairs side of the university is needed.

This chart represents a structure for Indiana University Bloomington Vice President for Student Development and Diversity. All of these officers are focused solely on Bloomington programs and services.